ADDENDUM 003
Nevada Union High School CTE/Ag Mechanics Modernization
Nevada Joint Union High School District
April 30, 2020

This is a slightly modified wording of Revision #1 from Addendum # 002 dated April 20, 2020. It has been changed to include a reference to an additional equipment item, the change is in bold text.

Revision #1

Refer to Sheet A3.3 of the plans, “Shop Equipment Schedule”.

Supply of all wood dust collection/ducting/exhaust and filtration components, including but not limited to the items listed as number 2 and number 23, and any and all other components required for a fully functional and compliant wood dust system shall be the responsibility of the General Contractor to Furnish (and install), rather than the Owner.

Refer also to sheet A3.2, A4.2, S0.1, S0.2, S0.3, S1.0, S1.1, S2.2, M0.1 through M1.1, E0.0 through E0.4, E3.2, and E3.3.

The following individual has acted as a consultant for the design of these systems:

Mike Freeman
Sr Application Engineer, Chem Eng
Summit Filtration - Industrial Engineered Air Quality Solutions.
mfreeman@summit-filtration.com
Mobile (847)722-2496